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About us 

     Prestige Star Carpet Factory has 

established in the year 2012 with the state 

of the art facilities  and now it is one of the 

leading Tufted Carpet Manufacturers in 

Dubai. 

 

 

 



Management of Prestige star carpet commits  to special values and  

principles to succeed and to optimize the delivered values to its customers. 

 

Inbound Value : 

 

 Professionalism is prevailing, respecting managerial levels with strong spirit of team work 

 Family and friendly mood control the personal relationships among employees. 

 Transparency – no plots or back door practice. 

 Customers are the real owners of the business. 

 Win- Win strategy applied to achieve the overall goals of all partners including 

employees. 

 Innovation - we are innovators rather than workers. "We create Values rather than 

products". 

 

 



Outbound Value : 

 Customer is our main concern. 

 The more we listen to customers, the more we can represent them by our 

jobs. 

 Effective Communication with customers;  all members of prestige star 

carpet are well qualified to effectively communicate with customers. 

 Long-term relationships;  Customer is a long term investment rather than 

profit source. 

 Exploring and research is the key point to our innovation. 



 The company mission is to provide carpet floor 

solutions to the residential and commercial  global 

needs with long term performance that make the end 

users always feel comfortable at their dwellings. 

 

STRATEGIC  INTENT 



Our vision to future is to be one of the market 

leaders in the industry worldwide and to upgrade 

the global standards of services to keep the pace 

with the sharp development in the carpet business.  



 Exploring the market needs and demands, we have chosen to 

serve the residential market with the most preferable 

qualities that guarantee a long term performance to the end 

users. 

 Since contract market normally requires more sophisticated  

quality that meets the projects specifications, we incessantly 

develop our products to successfully serve the commercial 

market. 



Cut pile collection 

    With a variety of different segments and features, we 

currently supply the market with ascending levels of 

qualities and types served by different types of yarn 

starting from BCF yarn to frieze yarn and heat set twisted 

yarns.  



Product lines 

 Our collection of cut pile includes Hush, Soft, Saxony and frieze styles that always inspire the sense of 

warmness and cast the luxurious looking to the place.   



Loop pile carpet : 

Our level loop pile carpet is well qualified to floor both 

 the dwellings and the commercial premises . 

Our differentiated quality of loop pile carpet is highly  

demanded from the domestic market and the global  

markets as well, because it is hard wearing , durable  

and do not shade.  



Graphic loop pile carpet 

With exceptional properties of  our graphic tufting machine, which is more 

advanced than that of competitors in the region, we offer the most stylish and 

complicated designs to our customers, delivering competitive advantage to 

customers in their end users market. 

We are flexible to develop any new required designs of the graphic line. 



 Prestige star carpet has an adequate capacity and production 

facilities to serve the markets of gulf countries and other 

regional markets within our product portfolio. 

 The operation service indicators such as in full & on time, 

are our top concern while running our business to 

eventually be the supplier of choice for the major customers 

in the carpet business.  



 In addition to UAE market, we have successfully penetrated 

several global markets, supplying the most demanded 

products and qualities. GCC and Middle East was our 

priority to establish our marketing network  and also South 
East Asia, in addition to some African markets we have 
already covered. 

 We have very ambitious plans to extend our marketing and 

distribution networks to most of the global markets of carpet 

flooring. 



    Prestige star carpet has a versatile members of work team who 

diligently do more than their best to eventually exceed our 

customers aspirations. Customer relation is our top priority to 

optimize our customers’ benefits from business engagement with 

us. 



 Dubai Industrial City 

 P. O. Box 80684 

 Dubai, U.A.E 

 Tel    :    +971 4 3697863 

 Fax   :    +971 4 3697836 

 Mob:    +971 543175643 

 E-mail : info@prestigestarcarpet.com 

http://www.prestigestarcarpet.com 
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